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Abstract.
We show that every regular scattered space with a point-countable base is an open and compact image of a scattered metacompact Moore space and, consequently, is an element of the minimal class of regular spaces containing all the scattered metric spaces and invariant under open and compact mappings. This gives a characterization of a subclass of the class MOBI.
Let MOBI denote the minimal class of regular spaces containing all the metric spaces and invariant under open and compact mappings (see [A] ).
It is easy to observe that a regular space is in MOBI if and only if it can be obtained as an image of a metric space under a mapping which is a composition of a finite number of open and compact mappings with regular domains (see [B] ).
The first exaxmples of nonmetacompact spaes in MOBI were constructed in [Ch] , These examples have recently been improved by a construction in [BCh] of nonweakly 0-refinable space in MOBI.
A common feature of these examples is that the patheological spaces in MOBI are scattered.
Let MOBI (scattered) denote the class of all the regular spaces which can be obtained as images of scattered metric spaces under mappings which are compositions of a finite number of open and compact mappings with regular domains.
The aim of this note is to prove Theorem. For a regular space Y the following conditions are equivalent.
(a) Y is a MOBI (scattered), (b) Y is a scattered space in MOBI, (c) Y is a scattered space with a point-countable base.
Introduction to the proof
Recall that a space Z is said to be a scattered space if each closed subset F of Z contains points which are isolated in the subspace topology of F .
Since open mappings, clearly, preserve the above property, the implication (a) =*■ (b) in the theorem is obvious.
A collection 38 of subsets of a space Z is said to be point-countable (pointfinite) if, for each z g Z , the set {ßefizeß} is countable (finite).
If {B(i) : i G 1} is an indexed collection, then we say that it is pointcounbable (point-finite) as an indexed collection if for each z G Z, the set {i G I : z G B(i)} is countable (finite).
It is well known that all spaces in MOBI have a point-countable base. Thus, in order to prove the theorem, we only have to show that the implication (c) => (a) holds. In the proof, we shall use the notion of a neighbornet introduced in [J 1 ] Recall that a neighbornet in a space Z is a relation V c Z x Z such that, for each z G Z , the set V(z) = {z € Z : (z, z) G V} is an open subset of Z containing z.
Clearly, a neighbornet V in Z can be identified with the indexed collection {V(z):zgZ}.
If a collection {V(z) : z G Z} defines a neighbornes V in Z , then V~ (z) = {z gZ : z G V(z')} and, consequently, the neighbornet V is co-countable (cofinite) if and only if the collection {V(z) : z g Z} is point-countable (pointfinite) as in indexed collection.
In [J2] , it was shown that each first-countable Tx -space X with a co-finite neighbornet is an open finite-to-one image of a rr-discrete metric space.
Note that the property of being a scattered space is an inverse invariant of mappings with scattered fibers and that spaces which are compact and countable are scattered.
From the two preceeding paragraphs, it follows that in order to prove our theorem, it is sufficient to show that for each regular scattered space Y with a point-countable base, there exists a regular first-countable space X with a co-finite neighbornet and an open and compact countable-to-one mapping / of X onto Y.
We shall construct X and / by induction. Our proof will generalize some ideas used to construct X and / for the space Y having certain additional properties (see [Ch, 1.2 and BCh, 1.8 
]).
Before starting the induction, recall that a sequence ( W., : j > 0) of open subsets of space Z is said to be strictly decreasing if WJ+X c Wj for j > 0.
Clearly, a first-countable Tx -space Z is regular if and only if each point of Z has a strictly decreasing base.
The inductive construction
Let Y be a regular scattered space with a point-countable base W. By induction, one can construct a partition £P = {Pa : a G a} of Y such that, for each ß g a, Yß = \J{Pa : a G ß} is open in Y and Pß = {y} , where y is an isolated point of Y\Yß.
For each y G Y, fix a ßyGo such that d) yerßy and a K(y) e ^ such that
Since y is point-countable and the indexing y -» V(y) is, by (2), oneto-one, it follows that the collection {V(y) : y G Y} defines a co-countable neighbornet V in Y.
For each y G Y, let (Uj(y) : j > 0) be a base of v in T such that (3) (Uj(y) : j > 0) is strictly decreasing and (4) U0(y) = V(y).
We shall construct, by induction on ß g a + 1, spaces X" and mappings L of X" onto Y". The mapping fa = f of Xa = X onto TCT = T will be the mapping needed to show that Y is in MOBI (scattered).
In order to assure that X is a regular first-countable space with a co-finite neighbornet, we shall, for ß G a + 1, construct inductively, for each x G Xß a base âèß(x) = (BJxJ) : j > 0) of x in XB and, to help constructing ¿%ß+x(x), for each y G Yß a sequence &ß(y) = (Gß(y,j) : j > 0) of open subsets of Xß containing fZ '(y).
We shall require the following conditions to be satisfied for ß G a + I.
(iß) fß(Bß(x,j)) c Uj(fp(x)) for X6^andj>0, (iß) fß(Gß(yJ)) C Uj(y) for y GYß and j>0, Note, that (ii ß ) assures that Xß is a Tx-space and so, by (iii ß ), Xß is regular and first-countable, while (iv " ) implies that Xß has a co-finite neighbornet. The remaining conditions are needed to continue the inductive construction.
We start our induction by putting, for ß = 0, XQ = YQ = 0 . Suppose that y = ß+1, fß : X" -<• Yß and the collections {&ß(x) : x G Xß} , {&ß(y) : y G Yß} are given and satisfy (i ß )-(iv?, ). We shall construct the corresponding objects for y , so that (i )-(iv * ) and (v " ) will be satisfied. The last condition will be used in the limit step. Note that Yy = Yß U Pß . Let z G Y be such that Pß = {z} . In order to extend fß : Xß -> Yß to a mapping onto Yy = Yß u {z} , we put Xy=XßU{z} and take f to be the natural extension of fß . For j > 0, conditions (2)- (4) imply that UÁz) c Y and we define (5) By(z,j) = Gy(z,j) = f;\Uj(z)).
Moreover, we put B (x ,j) = Bß(x ,j) for x G Xß and j > 0 and G (y ,j) = Gß(y,j) for yGYß and ; > 0.
Clearly, (i ) and (i * ) are satisfied. In particular, f is continuous. Condition (ii ) is a consequence of (ii " ) and (5), while (v " ) follows from (i\y ) and (4).
Using the continuity of f and (3) it is easy to see that sequences 3SAz) and S?(z) defined by (5) are strictly decreasing. Thus, in order to prove (iii ) ((iii* )), it is sufficient to observe that the continuity of f and (i ) ((i* )) imply, for x G Xß (y G Yß), that the closure of By(x ,0) (Gy(y ,0)) in Xy does not contain z .
Since (iv ) and (iv * ) follow from the corresponding inductive assumptions, the successor step of our construction is complete.
Suppose that X G a + 1 is a limit ordinal.
For z e Yk, let yz = ßz + 1 (see (1) : z e y, and y € V(z)}.
Since the neighbornet V is co-countable in Y, it follows that the fibers of e are countable and that e~ (y) is not compact if and only if V~\y) n Yx is infinite. In order to simplify notation, denote V~\y) n Yx as I(y).
Let y* = {y gYx: I(y) is infinite } and define fx to be the natural extension of e to Xx . The points of Yx* will be used to compactify the noncompact fibers of e.
For x G W(z) c X'x and ;' > 0, define
Clearly, the sets generate the topology of X'x .
For y e YX\Y* and j > 0, define (7) Gx(y,j) = \J{W(z)nGy:(y,j):zGl(y)}.
Finally, for each y G Yx*, fix a one-to-one enumeration zc : I(y) mw of the infinite set I(y) and define, for j > 0, (8) Jz?/l(y,y) = {y}uiJ{ir(z)nGy2(y,7 + zvj,(z)):z6/(y), ky(z) > j} and (9) Gx(y,j) = {y}ö{J{W(z)nGyfy,j + ky(z)):zGl(y)}.
Consider Xx with the topology generated by the sets described in (6) and (8). Note that our construction assures that the sets described in (7) and (9) are open subsets of Xx containing the corresponding fibers of fx .
Clearly, (i x ) and (i *_ ) are satisfied. In particular, fx is continuous. Condition (ii x ) is a consequence of our construction and the inductive assumptions (ii y: ) and (v y ).
Observe that, by (8), the sets W(z) are clopen in Xx . Thus, in order to prove that (iii x ) and (iii *x ) hold, it is sufficient to use the inductive assumptions (iii ) and (iii * ) and the fact that for y gYx* , (*) BxJy-^)nYx* = {y}, where the closure is taken in Xx (note that Bx(y, 0) = Gx(y, 0) for y € Yx* ).
To prove (*), take a y G Y[\{y} and find a j > 0 for which UÁy) n Uj(y) = 0. Let / > / be such that, for z G I(y) n I(y), k(z) < j implies ky,(z)<f.
Suppose that Bx(y,0) and Bx(y',j) have a common point x G W(z) c X'x and put k = k (z), k' = k ,(z). Since Bx(y',j) intersects W(z), (8) gives k' > j' and the choice of / assures that k > j. From (iy_ ), (8), (3) and the definition of ez, we obtain ez(x) e U0+k(y) n Ujl+k,(y') c Uj(y) n Uj(y'), which contradicts our choice of j. The contradiction completes the proof of (*).
Finally, note that in order to prove (ivx ) and (iv* ), it is sufficient to show that the collection {Gx(y, 0) : y € Yx} is point-finite on X'x.
Suppose that x G W(z) c X'x and x G Gx(y ,0) for a y G Y. From our construction (see (7) and (9)), it follows that z G I (y) C V~l(y), hence, (2) implies that y G V(z) c Y and, by (iv* ), there is only finitely many such y e Yy:.
Remarks
For a scattered space Z, let the standard partition of Z be the partition -2* = {La : a G a} such that, for each ß g a, Lß is the nonempty set of all the isolated points of y\|J{La : a G ß} and define the height of Z to be the ordinal a.
If y is the space of natural numbers with the discrete topology and Yn+X = V(n) = {0, ... ,«}, then the construction described in the previous section gives the space X of height 2 while the height of Y is 1.
A more efficient construction can be obtained by replacing the partition ¿? of y with the standard partition S? .
We shall describe modifications of the induction needed to construct / and X from SC (see [Ch, 1.2] ).
As before, we start by putting X0 = Y0 = 0. We extend /" toa mapping onto y"+ , = Yß U Lß in two steps. First, for each z € L ", we construct a space W(z) and an open and compact mapping ez of W(z) onto V(z) as in the successor step described in §2. Next, we use the sets W(z), for z 6 Yß+X, to construct Xß+X as in the limit step described in §2.
The limit step remains unchanged. It is easy to see that if the height of Y is 2, then the above construction is essentially the same as the proof of 1.2 in [Ch] . Thus, according to an observation from [Ch] , if Y is not metacompact then the construction gives X which is not normal. The following result is a slight generalization of the observation from [Ch] .
Proposition. If f : X -» Y is an open and compact mapping of a normal metacompact scattered space X onto Y and the height of X is 2, then Y is a metacompact space.
Proof. Let X = LQ U L, , be the standard partition of X. Since / is an open mapping, it follows that K0 = f(L0) consists of isolated points of y ( K0 is the set of isolated points of Y but we do not use this fact).
Put A0 = Lx n/_l(AT0) and Ax = LX\AQ. By normality of X, there exist disjoint open sets U0 and £/, separating the closed sets AQ and Ax .
Clearly, Ux is clopen in X. Moreover, Y c /(Ux) U K0, hence f(Ux) is clopen in Y and, in order to prove that Y is metacompact, it suffices to show that the restriction g of / to U. is finite-to-one.
Suppose that a fiber C = g (z) of g is infinite. Since C is a compact subset of X, it has to intersect both L0 and L, . Thus, z G g(L0) c f(L0) = KQ and Lx n C c L, n ^"'(A'q) c L, n /-1(.K0) = ^0ct/", which contradicts the definition of g.
We do not know whether the above result holds if the height of X is greater than 2.
